
               ATIVIDADE PARA ESTUDO DOMICILIAR 
7ª SEMANA: 04/05/2020 a 07/05/2020 

 
Professor: Gislene Castilhos (Teacher Gis!) Componente curricular: LEM/Inglês 
Nível de ensino: 8º ano  

 
HABILIDADES  

- Inferir formas do futuro. 
- Aprimorar a audição ao ouvir canção. 

 
ROTINA DE ESTUDOS: 

TAREFA 1: COPIAR O LINK E COLAR NA BARRA DE ENDEREÇO. ASSITIR E OUVIR A MÚSICA COM ATENÇÃO. 
COMPLETAR AS LACUNAS COM FUTURO. (DE ACORDO COM O QUE VOCÊ OUVIR) 
TAREFA 2: LER O PARÁGRAFO E COMPLETAR COM A FORMA DO FUTURO IMEDIATO (BE GOING TO+VERBO). 
ATENÇÃO: CUIDAR AS FORMAS DO VERBO TO BE DE ACORDO COM O SUJEITO. 
COPIAR AS RESPOSTAS NO CADERNO OU FAZER A IMPRESSÃO. 

 
AULA ONLINE: 2ª FEIRA (04/05/2020) DAS 11:00 ÀS 12:00. 
 
*AVALIAÇÃO: Os alunos terão suas devolutivas avaliativas das tarefas domiciliares, no retorno das aulas conforme as orientações 
dadas pelos professores de cada componente curricular.  

 

2ªf o4/05 – 11h às 12h 
LINK PARA AULA ONLINE: 

https://meet.jit.si/teachergis8%C2%BA 
 
 
Nesta semana iremos continuar com o tempo futuro. 
 
SIMPLE FUTURE: Will+verbo – ‘ll+verbo – won’t+verbo 
IMMEDIATE FUTURE: am/are/is+going to+verbo(gonna+verbo) 
 
TAREFA 1 
1. Click on the link and watch the clip: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J2u3i2ba_ME 
2. Now, listen to the song again and complete the gaps according to what you listen to. 
 

                       

                                                                      
Keep Holding On 
 
Avril Lavigne 

 



You're not alone 
Together we stand 
I________ be by your side, you know I________ take your hand 
When it gets cold 
And it feels like the end 
There's no place to go 
You know I ________ give in 
No I ________give in 

Keep holding on 
'Cause you know we________make it through, we______ make it through 
Just stay strong 
'Cause you know I'm here for you, I'm here for you 
There's nothing you could say 
Nothing you could do 
There's no other way when it comes to the truth 
So keep holding on 
'Cause you know we_______ make it through, we'll make it through 

So far away 
I wish you were here 
Before it's too late, this could all disappear 
Before the doors close 
And it comes to an end 
With you by my side I _______ fight and defend 
I_______ fight and defend 
Yeah, yeah 

Keep holding on 
'Cause you know we______ make it through, we______ make it through 
Just stay strong 
'Cause you know I'm here for you, I'm here for you 
There's nothing you could say 
Nothing you could do 
There's no other way when it comes to the truth 
So keep holding on 
'Cause you know we______ make it through, we_______ make it through 

Hear me when I say, when I say I believe 
Nothing__________change, nothing____________ change destiny 
Whatever's meant to be _______ work out perfectly 
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah 

La da da da 
La da da da 
La da da da da da da da da 

Keep holding on 
'Cause you know we________ make it through, we________ make it through 
Just stay strong 



'Cause you know I'm here for you, I'm here for you 
There's nothing you could say 
Nothing you could do 
There's no other way when it comes to the truth 
So keep holding on 
'Cause you know we________ make it through, we________ make it through 

Keep holding on 
Keep holding on 

There's nothing you could say 
Nothing you could do 
There's no other way when it comes to the truth 
So keep holding on 
'Cause you know we_______ make it through, we________ make it through. 

TAREFA 2 
 
Complete the paragraph with the correct future form of the verbs in parentheses. Use 
immediate future: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                               Nice Job! teacher Gis! 

 Paulo and Kare want to relax, so they 
___________________ (go) to the mall next 
Saturday. 
First they ___________________ (eat) a 
hamburger at Tony’s. 
Then they __________________ (have) an ice 
cream at Fresh. 
After that, Paulo ___________________ (buy) a 
present for his mother because she 
___________________ (be) forty next week. 
Then Paulo and Kate ____________(watch) a 
movie at Roxy. 
as usual, Jim and I ______________ (stay) 
home. 
That’s OK, because we _______________ 
(play) video games until midnight. 


